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Translating the 2016 Comprehensive Plan into the Draft Zoning Code

Lower Merion Township, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania

[ Meeting Overview// Agenda]
1.

2.
3.

Relationship to Community Vision and Community Development
Objectives
Impact of Draft regulations upon Future Density
Implementation of recommendations from the land use, circulation
and housing elements

4.

Refinement of the Draft Zoning Code

5.

Zoning Code Public Review and Adoption Process

6.

Public Comment
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[ Enabling Legislation // Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code]
Creating a sustainable municipal planning structure

Section 601. General Powers. The governing body of
each municipality, in accordance with the conditions and
procedures set forth in this act, may enact, amend and
repeal zoning ordinances to implement comprehensive
plans and to accomplish any of the purposes of this act.
Section 603. Ordinance Provisions.
(a) Zoning ordinances should reflect the policy goals of
the statement of community development objectives
required in section 606, and give consideration to the
character of the municipality, the needs of the citizens
and the suitabilities and special nature of particular
parts of the municipality.
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[ Foundation of Successful Comprehensive Plan // Civic Engagement]
Community Support

Foster Champions

The public participation
process provides residents the
opportunity to share ideas and
shape the plan building
community consensus.

Volunteer committee
members served as a conduit
for information about the plan.

Strengthen Relationships

Engage Neighborhoods

Engaging stakeholders in the
process opens the dialogue
between policymakers and the
general public.

Enhance sense of community.

Shape Policy
Build Trust
An open and transparent
process leads to improved
relations.
www.slideproject.com

Government leaders and
civic activists worked
together to develop
community development
objectives and
recommendations.
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Preserve Lower Merion’s classic residential
[ Community Vision ]
neighborhoods, including the Township’s
institutions, parks, and natural environment,
and reinvest in the Township’s village cores P R E S E R VAT I O N / M O D E R N I Z AT I O N
and commercial areas to improve
[ Focus on Form ]
Ensures that new development will be similar in scale with
walkability, expand transit use and
surrounding homes and businesses
encourage design excellence.
[ Heightened Architectural Standards ]
Zoning Code

Enhance design excellence broadly across the Township and
require pedestrian-scaled improvements

[ Institutional District ]
Establishes boundaries for institutional uses and allows for logical
modernization within the new district

[ Enhanced Historic Preservation Standards ]
Newly established Neighborhood Conservation Districts provides
a new level of protection to neighborhoods previously developed
with a unified style and architecture
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[Community Development Objectives]

1. Preserve and enhance the unique character and high quality of life for all residents
2. Guide future land development to ensure that new development is compatible with the mass,
scale, intensity and use of existing villages and neighborhoods
3. Provide high quality community facilities and promote creation of public space for civic use
4. Maintain vitality and diversity of private institutions
5. Continue to provide a safe, convenient, efficient multi-modal transportation system
6. Achieve a diverse and sound economic base and preserve high property values
7. Enhance commercial activities of various scales in areas identified on the Future Land Use Map
8. Coordinate public and private efforts to preserve natural, historical, and cultural resources
9. Preserve and enhance environmentally sensitive areas
10. Maintain a diverse population composition with equal opportunity for safe and quality affordable
housing
11. Promote public participation at all levels of government
12. Strengthen regional services and conservation efforts
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[Comprehensive Plan]

“In addition to clarifying and coordinating regulatory actions, a new Zoning Code will implement two
major goals of this new Comprehensive Plan.
First, a new Zoning Code should be oriented towards achieving a significantly smaller ultimate
population than is currently achievable through the Township’s zoning ordinance.
Secondly, a new code should incorporate detailed design standards to ensure that new
development is either consistent in form with the prevailing pattern, where desired, or that the form of
new development promotes the vision of the new Comprehensive Plan where the prevailing pattern
may be changed.”

2016 Comprehensive Plan, Introduction, page 18
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[Draft Zoning Map]
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Institutional
Zoning District

[ Impact on Density ]

[ 2,400 fewer units in Institutional District ]
The proposed Institutional District will limit the development of
approximately 2,400 potential dwelling units.
Reduced Density

Refinements to
Commercial Districts

[ 3,900 fewer units in commercial areas ]
Elimination of the Mixed-Use Special Transportation (MUST)
overlay district and refinements to commercial area zoning result
in roughly a 30% decrease of potential new residential units in
commercial areas or roughly 3,900 fewer units.

[ 30-40% fewer units in Residential Districts ]
In the low-density residential districts approximately 30-40%
fewer potential units could be built based on the proposed lot
area and other bulk and area standards.
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Maintain the
character of
established
residential
neighborhoods

and Use Recommendations
[ Residential ]

[ Zoning to Match Land Use Pattern ]
A Synoptic Survey was performed to identify land use patterns
and calibrate the proposed zoning to the existing standards.

Zoning Code

Guide future land
development to
ensure that new
development is
compatible with the
mass, scale, intensity
and use of existing
villages and
neighborhoods
www.slideproject.com

[ Architectural Standards ]
Architectural standards are proposed to ensure building design
and materials are compatible with the existing built environment.

[ Neighborhood Conservation Districts ]
Newly established Neighborhood Conservation Districts provide a
new level of protection to neighborhoods previously developed
with a unified style and architecture
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[ Design Guidelines // Neighborhood Conservation Districts ]
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[ Historic Resource Map ]
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[ Potential Neighborhood
Conservation Districts ]
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[Neighborhood Conservation Districts ]

Neighborhood Conservation Districts will be similar to Historic Districts by
incorporating architectural standards but not to the level of detail in regulated Local
Historic Districts.
• Districts will have mapped boundaries; and
• Review triggered by building permit.
Neighborhood Conservation Districts will be different than Historic Districts in that:
• Staff review for Neighborhood Conservation Districts vs HARB review for
Historic Districts; and
• There is no restriction on demolition, but the new building will be required to fit
into the neighborhood character in the Conservation Districts.
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Revised
zoning
should
reflect
existing
commercial land use and provide appropriate
controls for residential properties, such as
appropriate buffers and design standards to
ensure the orientation of commercial activities
away from residences.

and Use Recommendations
[ Commercial]
[ Rectify split zoning ]
Most of the formerly split-zoned parcels will now be mapped into
one district with clear standards.

[ Improve transitions ]
Zoning Code
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Improved design standards and appropriate building massing will
provide a better transition between residential and non-residential
uses.
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Establish
Institutional Zoning
Districts/Overlay
Districts to guide
future evolution of
institutional
campuses.

and Use Recommendations
[ Institutional ]

[ Institutional Zoning District Proposed ]
Zoning Code

Manage the external
impacts of
institutional activities,
particularly when the
frequency and/or
intensity of use is
proposed to
increase.
www.slideproject.com

Establishes clear boundaries for institutional land uses and
employs Campus Plan to guide modernization..

[ Campus Plan ]
An Annual Program Calendar indicating dates and times of special
events shall include a plan for minimization of noise and parking.
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Promote a reduction in the number of curb cuts
and improve parking lot connectivity along
Primary, Secondary and Tertiary streets in
commercial areas by encouraging consolidation
of parking lots and shared parking arrangements

irculation Recommendations

[ Shared Parking Incentives ]
Reductions in parking are allowed when shared parking
arrangements are in place.

Zoning Code

Coordinate land use
and transportation
planning efforts to
mitigate the impact of
new development
upon the functionality
of Township
roadways.
www.slideproject.com

[ Parking incentives near transit ]
Minimum parking may be reduced by 25% for uses located within
1/4 mile of a rail station.
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Develop new zoning provisions to enhance the
protection of existing housing stock and promote
development consistent with the form, scale, and
character of identified low- or moderate-income
neighborhood.

ousing Recommendations

[ Zoning Matches Existing Housing Types ]
Properties developed with townhouses will be zoned MDR1 and
may no longer be assembled for apartment house development.

Zoning Code
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Current Zoning
Proposed Zoning
R6A
MDR1
SFD
SFD
Twin
Twin
Permitted Housing
Duplex
Duplex
Types
Quad
Quad
Apartment House
Height
50 feet with conditions 2-stories, up to 35 feet
Min. Lot Area
2,500 sq. ft.
4,000 sq. ft.
Min. Lot Width
35
40
Max. Building
Area
40%
NA
Max. Impervious
50%
50%
Min. Front Yard
30 min.
10 min./20 max.
Min. Side Yard
8 min. (20 agg.)
0 or 5 min.
Min. Rear Yard
25
25
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Ensure that middle type housing complements
the form and scale of existing residential
neighborhoods and that it provides a suitable
transition from single family neighborhoods to
commercial areas.

ousing Recommendations

[ Gentle Density ]
The proposed ordinance allows twins, duplexes, and quad homes
in the MDR1 district. This housing type reads as a single-family
home from the street, but may contain up to four units.

Zoning Code
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Quad
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Sustainability
ater Resources Recommendations

[ Porous Paving ]
Porous paving is encouraged throughout the Zoning Code.

[ Enhanced Tree Protection ]
Zoning Code

The Wooded Lot provisions have been revised to better protect
heritage trees.

[ Green Roofs ]
Stormwater best management practices are included in the Code,
encouraging the use of green roofs and porous paving.
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[ Refinement of Draft Zoning Code // Edits]

Share Input at Public Meeting or with Staff. Staff is
keeping an inventory of all suggested edits for
consideration with the adoption of the Zoning Code.

MDR1

TC1

Former AutoCar property with historically commercial uses.

www.slideproject.com
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[ Refinement of Draft Zoning Code // Edits]
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[ Refinement of Draft Zoning Code // Edits]
Subject: FW: FW: new zoning
Thank you for sharing your questions and concerns regarding the draft Zoning
Map. If your property becomes nonconforming to the lot area and frontage under
the proposed LDR4 zoning, it will not impact your ability to expand in the future.
Lot area and frontage do not impact the ability to expand. It only impacts the
ability to subdivide the lot.
Standards that could impact your ability to expand include: the setback
requirements, height, and impervious surface. The attached Residential
Equivalency Chart shows how the current zoning compares to the proposed
zoning. The impervious surface limit is based on the area of each individual lot
(it is not based on the minimum lot size in each district). Under the proposed
zoning the impervious surface limit in the LDR4 district is 45%. Compared to
your property’s current R4 zoning, which allows 39% impervious surface, this
would allow for a 6% increase.
Please let us know if you have any additional questions or concerns. We are just
starting the adoption process and there will be several public meetings in the
months to come. Please let me know if you’d like to be added to an email
distribution list to be informed of upcoming meetings. Staff will be providing a
presentation of the draft Zoning Code and the relationship to the recently
adopted Comprehensive Plan next Wednesday, November 28th at the Building
& Planning Committee meeting at 6 PM.
www.slideproject.com
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Best regards

[ Refinement of Draft Zoning Code // Edits]
Zoning

Uses

Max. Lot
Coverage
(%)

Impervious

Min. Front
Setback (ft)

Min. Side
Setback (ft)

R AA

SF Detached

90,000

200

15

20

50

15 min. 40 agg.

25

35

RA

SF Detached

45,000

150

15

20

50

15 min. 40 agg.

25

35

R1

SF Detached

30,000

125

15

21

50

15 min. 40 agg.

25

35

LDR 1

SF Detached

90,000

200

NA

20

100

20

25

2 Stories

LDR 2

SF Detached

45,000

150

NA

20

50

20

25

2 Stories

R2

SF Detached

18,000

95

18

24

40

12 min. 35 agg.

25

35

R3

SF Detached

10,000

75

20

28

40

10 min. 30 agg.

25

35

R4

SF Detached

6,000

65

30

39

30

8 min. 20 agg.

25

35

R5

SF Detached

5,000

55

35

45

25

8 min. 20 agg.

25

35/ 3 stories

LDR 3

SF Detached

15,000

100

NA

25

40

15

25

2 Stories

LDR 4

SF Detached

7,500

60

NA

45

25

10

25

2 Stories
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Min. Lot
Min. Lot
Area (sq.ft) Width (ft)

Min. Rear Max. Height (ft)
Setback (ft) see § 155-137
for exceptions
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[ Refinement of Draft Zoning Code // Edits]
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[ Areas of Refinement What is a Commercial Area Master Plan? ]

A plan to create walkable, locallyoriented, commercial/civic place for
all Township residents
Master Plan

Plans are customized to scale
location of each Commercial Area

www.slideproject.com
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[ What is a Commercial Area Master Plan? ]

Plans will include:
• Clearly defined goals and vision
generated via a public process
• Analysis of existing conditions,
including economic conditions
• Analysis of desired susceptibility
to change for each parcel
• Identify public and private
infrastructure improvements
(parking & transit)
• Public space and streetscape
greening recommendations
www.slideproject.com
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[ What is a Commercial Area Master Plan? ]

Plans will include:
• Zoning recommendations to
implement plan
• Sub-zones with block level
regulating plans identifying:
• Areas for street level retails
• Areas for residential
inclusion
• Appropriate height and
setbacks
• Zoning changes come at end of
the process as a tool to
implement the vision.
www.slideproject.com
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[ Refinement of Draft Zoning Code // RESET]
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[ Pathway to A New Zoning Code// Implementing the Community Vision]
Civic Engagement
Civic Engagement
Through a series of public workshops and numerous
stakeholder interviews planning staff identified key issues
and trends at hand in the community.

Several stakeholder interviews were conducted at the outset of
the Zoning Code update. Public meetings were held
periodically to obtain feedback on sections of the Zoning Code
as they were drafted. Over two dozen public meetings are
scheduled throughout the Zoning Code adoption process.

Issues Report 2010

Start
Here

The Issues Report inventoried the
key issues and trends and
established a framework for the
Comprehensive Plan.

We are Here

Zoning Code
The community vision will be
implemented in new Zoning Code.

Comp Plan 2016
The community vision, policy
goals, and community
development objectives provide
the framework for the new Zoning
Code.

Governing body
directs the Planning
Commission and
staff to prepare an
updated
Comprehensive Plan

Civic Engagement
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Citizens’ advisory committees were appointed to
formulate the community vision, community
development objectives and work with Planning Staff
to prepare recommendations for the Comprehensive
Plan. Nearly 100 public meetings were held to gather
community input.
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[ Draft Zoning Code// Public Review and Adoption Process]
Narrow Issues
Come to Agreement
Adopt Zoning Code
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Translating the 2016 Comprehensive Plan into the Draft Zoning Code

Questions?

